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Abstract
In a network, traditional connectivity is an important measure since it can
correctly reflect the fault tolerance of network systems with few processors. However,
it always underestimates the resilience of large networks. There is a discrepancy
because the occurrence of events which would disrupt a large network after a few
processor or link failures is highly unlikely. Thus the disruption envisaged occurs in
a worst case scenario. To overcome this shortcoming, Harary introduced the concept
of conditional connectivity
Let G be a connected undirected graph, and P be a graph-theoretic property,
Harary defined the conditional connectivity κ(G;P) as the minimum cardinality of a
set of vertices, if any, whose deletion disconnects G and every remaining component
has property P.
Let g be a non-negative integer, and Pg be the property of having at least g ver-
tices. Fàbrega and Fiol defined the g-extra (edge) connectivity κg(G) (resp. λg(G))
of G as κ(G;Pg) (resp. λ(G;Pg)). In this paper we call g-extra (edge) connectivity
the m-restricted (edge) connectivity. For the g-restricted edge-connectivity, we need
the more detail definition as follows. An edge set F is an g-restricted edge-cut of a
connected graph G if G−F is disconnected and each component of G−F contains at
least g vertices. Let ξg(G) = min{|ω(U)| : |U | = g and G[U ] is connected}, where
ω(U) is the set of edges with exactly one end vertex in U and G[U ] is the subgraph
of G induced by U . A graph G is optimal-λg if λg(G) = ξg(G). In particular, we
use max-λ for optimal-λ1. An optimal-λg graph is called super g-restricted edge-
connected, or simply super-λg, if every minimum edge cut isolates one component
G[U ] with |U | = g. In particular, we use super-λ for super-λ1
Let g be a non-negative integer, Pg be the property of having at last g neighbors
for any vertex, Latfi called this κ(G;Pg) (resp. λ(G;Pg)) the Rg-(edge) connectivity,
written κg(G) (resp. λg(G)). That is, the Rg-(edge) connectivity of G is the mini-
mum cardinality of a set of (edges) vertices of G, if any, whose deletion disconnects
G, and every remaining component has minimum degree at least h. In this paper














Similarly, if the property P is that at least two components contain cycles,
then λ(G;P) is called cyclic edge-connectivity of G, denoted by λc(G). An edge
set F is an cyclic edge-cut of a connected graph G if G − F is disconnected and
at least two components of G − F contain cycles. We call a graph G super cyclic
edge-connected if every minimum cyclic edge-cut isloates an shorest cycle of G.
The structure of the thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 1, we introduce the background, terminology and notations, the
main results of this thesis. In Chapter 2, we charcterize the super 2-restricted
and 3-restricted edge-connectivity of vertex transitive graphs and minimal Cayley
graphs. In Chapter 3, we consider the edge-connectivity, super edge-connectivity,
restricted edge-connectivity of double-orbit graphs with two orbits of same size. In
Chapter 4, we study the cyclic edge-connectivity of double-orbit graphs. In Chapter
5, minimum restricted k-edge-connected graphs will be considered. In Chapter 6, the
degree 2-restricted connectivity of two kinds of well-known networks are determined.
In Chapter 7, we give some remarks for the future reseachs in this topic.
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